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Abstract As a larger proportion of our lives moves onto the web,

so does important and valuable information. This has led to an
increase in different kinds of manipulative patterns (dark
patterns) in web design with the sole purpose of being deceptive
and tricking users. This paper discusses the comprehensive suite
of deceptive design patterns on Internet services where the users
are expected to comply with the use of cookies. This was done
by analyzing 50 different home cooking recipe websites,
regarding their appliance to GDPR and how they use different
dark patterns in their design. Even though legislation tries to
move the choices from the website to the user, it is clear that by
using deceptive design patterns it is possible to “bypass” the
legislation and trick the user into making a favorable choice for
the owners behind the website. The results show that out of the
websites that were GDPR approved, a majority still use two types
of deceptive design patterns - misdirection and sneak into basket.
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1

Introduction

Since the very first web page, there has been constant changes to the design to create
usable designs that increases the user experience. New guidelines have gradually
evolved to enable great designs for various digital devices (Nielsen, 2018;
Shneiderman, 2009). This constant perfection has made the vast majority of web
sites intuitive and easy to use for most users. However, as the field of user experience
on the web has gradually evolved during the last 25 years, so have underhanded
tactics colloquially known as dark patterns or deceptive designs (Brignull, 2011).
These features of design are just as carefully crafted but with another purpose than
to lead the user in the right direction. Hence, a dark pattern is “a user interface
carefully crafted to trick users into doing things they might not otherwise do, such
as buying insurance with their purchase or signing up for recurring bills” (Brignull,
2013). Unlike concepts like e.g. digital nudging, which is about creating solutions
that help the user to make the choices in their best interest by altering the choice
environment (Thaler & Sunstein, 2008; Mejtoft et al., 2019), deceptive design is
about manipulating a user into doing something that is not in the user’s best interest
but in the interest of the owner of the website.
As people spend an increasing proportion of their lives on the web and the selfdisclosure increase with more user generated content (Blackshaw & Nazzaro, 2006)
and the use of e.g. social media (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010), the need for digital
integrity and privacy becomes important issues. This has become even more
important during the Covid-19 pandemic, when an increasing part of our leisure and
work time is spent online. Integrity is a “personal choice” (Killinger, 2010) and
privacy is the “right to be let alone” (Warren & Brandeis, 1890). All this collection
of data can e.g. be done by a company with, or without, consent or totally voluntarily
by the users, so called personal informatics (Wilson, 2012). One important difference
between the old analogue systems with notes and the current digital systems is the
much higher traceability and foreverness of digital information and the opportunities
to manipulate users using this information to alter systems (Kramer, Guillory &
Hancock, 2014). This has led to an increase in different types of manipulative
patterns in web design with the sole purpose to be deceptive and trick the users. A
common way of creating deceptive design patterns and purposely tricking the user
into making non-favorable decisions when collecting and using user data is to use
cookies. Recently, there have been legal initiatives to try to strengthen the consumers
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rights within this area e.g. the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
(European Commission, n.d.).
The objective of this paper is to discuss and analyze different deceptive web design
patterns where users are expected to comply with the use of cookies. To achieve the
objective the following research questions will be discussed: (1) What are the most
commonly used deceptive design patterns and the effect of those? (2) How can users
avoid involuntary sharing of personal data?
2

Background and Theory

The main idea behind web design and the guidelines (Nielsen, 2018; Shneiderman,
2009) for creating accessible and usable websites is to create an honest design. This
is also one of the ten principles of good design stated by Dieter Rams in the 1970s “Good Design is honest: It does not make a product more innovative, powerful or
valuable than it really is. It does not attempt to manipulate the consumer with
promises that cannot be kept” (Rams, n.d.). However, deception is pretty much the
opposite. Deception can be described as the act of “hiding the truth” and in the
realm of business this means “dishonest or illegal methods that are used to get
something, or to make people believe that something is true when it is not”
(Cambridge dictionary, n.d.). This can be used to describe design choices that have
the users unconsciously share information which they normally would not do
(D’Onfro, 2015).
The term Dark Patterns was coined in the aftermath of the boom of e-commerce
websites that in order to generate sales and traffic were designed using deceiving
user interfaces to manipulate users in different ways (Jaiswal, 2018). In a broader
aspect, Dark Patterns use developers’ and designers’ knowledge of human
psychology (Gray et al., 2018) and UX design to theoretically flip “honest” design
into “evil” (Valjak, 2018).
The design patterns in Table 1, describes some of the psychological effects, inflicted
among the users, that the designers want to build on. Persuasive design is a practice
where the idea is to purposely influence the users’ behaviors through the
characteristics of a service. This can be done by designing for a behavior as a product
of motivation, ability and triggers (Fogg, 2009). Consequently, many game
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mechanics used to enhance activities through gamification (Robson, 2015;
Zichermann & Cunningham, 2011) touch upon the problem and similar patterns as
deceptive design. There are usually two sides - the same mechanics that can be used
to enhance motivation to make users do good (Papworth & Mejtoft, 2015), can also
be used to cause harm to the users in different ways.
Table 1: Description of common Dark Patterns (Brignull & Darlo, 2019)

Dark pattern
Misdirection
Sneak into Basket

Trick Questions

Bait and Switch
Confirmshaming

2.1

Description
The design purposefully focuses the attention on one thing to
distract the attention away from another.
The user attempt to purchase something, but somewhere in the
purchasing journey, the site sneaks an additional item into your
basket, often using an opt-out radio button or checkbox on a prior
page.
While filling in a form the users respond to a question that tricks
the user into giving a non-intended answer. When glanced upon
quickly, the question appears to ask one thing, but when reading
carefully it actually asks another thing.
The users set out to do one thing, but a different, undesirable
thing happens instead.
Guilting users to “opt in” by making them feel bad for saying no.

GDPR approved

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (European Commission, n.d.) is
a regulation on privacy and data protection within the European Union (EU). The
regulation applies to all companies that collect or use data of citizens that reside
within the EU and the EEA, regardless of the location of the company. Since May
2018, when GDPR was put into action, Internet services who utilize cookies (Koch,
n.d.) to collect user data are obligated to inform the user of e.g. what type of data is
collected and how the service is using the data. To comply with the GDPR, Internet
services appear to do the following (Dabrowski et al, 2019; Koch, n.d.): (1) services
refrain from using persistent cookies at all, (2) EU users are banned from using the
specific service, and (3) a service asks for explicit user consent and only then sets the
cookies, leaving the site usable without consent. If consent is asked for, there is
frequently a banner spanning over a service’s pages asking for consent. The latter
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alternative sites tend to use deceptive design patterns to have the user consent to
cookies by applying different types of Dark Patterns.
To be able to define if the usage of cookies is according to the regulations,
GDPR.EU (European Commission, n.d.) has a general explanation of what cookies
are and how they should be implemented according to the GDPR (Koch, n.d.).
There are four different types of cookies purposed - Strictly necessary cookies,
Preferences cookies, Statistics cookies, and Marketing cookies. In this paper the
focus is on the Strictly necessary cookies, as Strictly necessary cookies are the cookies
that are essential for the user to be able to use the website and its features in an
intended fashion. Other types of cookies are those which must be confirmed by the
user or those that the user need to be informed about according to the GDPR.
According to EU requirements, cookies on a website must comply with the
following: (1) Have the users’ consent before any cookies are in use, except strictly
necessary cookies, (2) Provide the necessary information about the cookie and its
collection of data before the consent, (3) Save the consent information from the
user, (4) Provide the user of accessing the service even if they do not allow the use
of certain cookies, and (5) Provide an easy way for the user to change their consent
or cookie settings.
3

Method

A comprehensive analysis of 50 different home cooking recipe websites was done
by first distinguishing how many websites were GDPR approved. Then out of the
approved websites, an extended evaluation of the design was made to discern any
types of deceptive designs. From these designs, an A/B test was created consisting
of two websites (Test A and B) combined with a survey, to then be evaluated.
3.1

Website analysis

Using Alexa (2019) Top 500 Ranking, the top 50 websites on the list were analyzed
by comparing each website’s approach to using cookies to the definition of a correct
usage according to GDPR.EU (European Commission, n.d.; Koch, n.d.). To see if
the websites are using cookies correct each website was launched into Google
Chrome Incognito mode, where the website was inspected with Developer tools >
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Application > Cookies. In this mode all active cookies appeared, which could be
categorized between Strictly necessary cookies or others.
After distinguishing which websites were GDPR approved, these websites were
evaluated to determine if, and what type of, deceptive designs were being used.
Brignull and Darlo’s (2019) Types of Dark Patterns were used as a reference to find
the most commonly used deceptive design patterns.
3.2

Testing and survey

An A/B-test was conducted with two websites created, to be able to compare two
different cookie prompt approaches. Test A included a website with a cookie prompt
made by using the most common Dark Patterns found from the Website analysis,
and Test B’s cookie prompt was made without Dark Patterns. The two different
websites had three possible surveys, where all surveys had the same content and
questions. The only thing differentiating the tests was the fact that if a participant
Accepted or Declined the cookie prompt they would come to the corresponding
survey. If the participant remained undecided, they stayed on the current survey
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Flowchart showing how participants decision on accepting, declining or remaining
undecided affected which survey was shown

Test A (small banner cookie prompt): The Test A cookie prompt (Figure 2a) was inspired
by two defining Dark Pattern Methods - Sneak in the Basket and Misdirection. The
prompt was small to not distract the user from the website content too much. The
text on the prompt stated: “This site uses cookies to provide you with a great user
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experience. By using this site, you accept our use of cookies.”, which corresponded
to the Sneak in the Basket method, as it informed the user that if a decision is not
actively made, the user automatically accepted the cookies when using the site. Note
that there were no other cookies used on the website than the strictly necessary ones,
to be able to know if the participants Accepted or Declined the cookie prompt. The
Accept button was green and bright, while the Decline button was gray an
unattractive, which corresponded to Misdirection. The text even had a hidden link
under “Use of Cookies”, where it would explain what types of cookies were being
used. This was purposely hidden to not draw attention away from a big green button.

(a) Screenshot of Test A.
The user is shown a small banner cookie
prompt.

(b) Screenshot of Test B.
The user is shown a full screen cookie prompt.

Figure 2: Screenshot of (a) Test A and (b) Test B

Test B (full screen cookie prompt): The cookie prompt created for Test B was much
clearer and more informative than Test A (Figure 2b). The text was more
informative and showed the option to go to “Use of Cookies” more distinctly. The
option to Decline or Accept cookies was made less hierarchically than in Test A by
having the buttons the same color and they explained what each button was meant
to do, either to decline cookies or to allow cookies.
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3.3

Participants

In total 40 respondents took part of the study, 20 respondents did Test A and 20
respondents did Test B. All participating respondents were from Sweden and was
between the age of 20 and 65 years, where a majority were students between the age
of 20-25 years. The research study was carried out during 2019. The tests were
conducted online and a link to the corresponding test website was sent to each
participant, where they could participate in the test and fill out the survey as they
perceived it.
4

Results and discussion

Out of the 50 home cooking websites analyzed, less than half, 22 websites, turned
out to comply to the GDPR. The other 28 websites either did not give a choice of
complying with the cookies, or they asked the question for user compliance after the
fact that they already ran all the cookies. Even if the usage of cookies was declined,
the cookies were already in use and, consequently, the compliance did not matter.
Hence, these websites did not meet the requirements of the GDPR legislation. Since
the websites were chosen from the top of the Alexa Top 500 ranking, the websites
in this test are very popular websites. Noteworthy is that still over half of 50 most
common websites did not comply to the legislation.
Out of the 22 GDPR approved home cooking websites, 7 websites had no dark
patterns and 15 websites had some kind of dark pattern in their design. From the
websites analyzed there were two clear Dark Patterns used – misdirection and sneak
into basket.
Misdirection methods were used in such way that the design purposefully focused the
attention to accept all cookies by having the user focus on the biggest green button
that says “Accept recommended setting” to distract the attention from reading more
about the other cookies used. Out of the 22 GDPR approved websites analyzed, 4
websites had “misdirection” patterns.
Sneak into Basket methods were used in such a way that the user was prompted to
comply with the website only uses the Necessary Cookies (Koch, n.d.) but it also
adds third-party cookies without full consent from the user, which then manually
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have to be removed through the use of an opt-out radio button or checkbox on a
prior page. Out of the 22 GDPR approved websites analyzed, 11 websites had a
“sneak into basket” design.
The task to present a how-to guide on how to avoid involuntary sharing of data is a
seemingly hard task. One could think it would be as simple as being careful of not
accepting the Privacy Policies or specifically the Use of Cookies. Maybe to go to the
settings of every site and uncheck any unwanted cookie, or do so the first time
launching a site. But to give this as convincing advice would give the false impression
of having the control of what is being shared and not. Sadly, this is not the case,
which can be seen from the results of the website analyses.
4.1

Cookie consent test

The cookie consent test was done on the two mock-up websites created to simulate
the two dark patterns identified in the website analysis described above. The results
from the survey show that all participants answered that they did not read the Use of
Cookies page. One of the participants even expressed their concern about this issue
by commenting this in the survey: “I usually get super annoyed when these prompts
appear... I always click ‘accept’ because I have this weird fear that I won’t be able to
enter if I don’t accept the cookies. I want to click ‘decline’, but for some reason I
always accept.” In Test A, where the users were shown the small banner cookie
prompt a majority (60%) made no decision on either accepting or declining the
cookies.
In Test B, with full screen cookie prompt, all participants made a decision, and a
majority (80%) accepted the use of cookies. The full screen cookie prompt, however,
made it more or less necessary to make a decision to remove the prompt and either
continue to the website or go back. Sure, as a user, it is a good thing to feel like you
are in control. But if you do not trust the website, does it really matter?
Is it really necessary for websites to use Dark Patterns? The results show that in Test
A, a clear majority are not making an active choice of whether they want to accept
or decline the cookie. However, when asked “Did you notice the cookie prompt on
this site?” both tests resulted in similar answers, where the majority did notice the
cookie prompt. However, almost non (in both cases) did read the read the “Use of
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Cookies” page. Hence, even though many of the participants made a active choice
to accept the cookies, how free is the choice when focus is not on the cookie consent
but to consume actually information on the website. It is hard to believe that the
users would not care about the privacy, but still no not take time to read through
how personal data is used. The symbiosis of the commercial companies’ collection
of data for customization as well as the privacy and choice of the users have been
discussed by e.g. Appelgren, Leckner and Mejtoft (2014).
5

Concluding discussion

Legislation has become more important for users to avoid involuntarily sharing of
personal data. EUs GDPR is one of the more common legislations in recent years.
However, looking at the Alexa Top 500 popular websites, only about half of the top
websites complied with the legislation. Other ways of getting a user to share data is
by designing to deceive the users to, in different ways, give away data. However, to
avoid involuntary sharing of personal data it does not matter if deceptive design
patterns are avoided or not if the website is not abiding by the regulations. While
deceptive design has a purpose to create deceiving design based on the general
design principles to make e.g. intuitive choices, it is important that honest design
makes us think. Even though legislation tries to move the choices from the website
to the user, it is clear that by using deceptive design patterns it is possible to
somehow “bypass” the legislation. This is done by purposely designing for moving
the users from the reflective situation that the cookie consent should be to an
automatic behavior (Hansen & Jespersen, 2013). The most common ways to deceive
the users to give away more information than needed, is the patterns misdirection and
sneak into basket. Both of these either trick you into accepting all cookies or show you
options but add cookies that are not necessary for function.
One way of dealing with the automatic behavior that cookie consent has become is
to purposely introduce more intentional friction into the design that encourage a
reflective behavior. Consequently, it is possible to focus on the important elements
at hand and make users do reflective choices (Mejtoft, Hale, & Söderström, 2019;
Hansen & Jespersen, 2015; Kahneman, 2008).
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Even if websites ask for user compliance there is no way of knowing how they will
be using the data without reading the Privacy Policy or Use of cookie page. If the
website in question seems to follow the GDPR, the key to limiting sharing of
involuntary personal data seems to be (in incremental order); 1) not trusting any
websites, 2) become familiar with Developer Tools or Cookie managements for the
preferred web browser and 3) make sure to look out for Dark Patterns in the design.
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